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although the boeing 737-300 has a maximum takeoff weight of 132,500 lbs, the empty weight of the
aircraft is 69,005 lbs. boeing offers the 737-300 in a variety of configurations. there are two to four in-
flight entertainment systems, depending on the configuration. the boeing 737-300 was the first
commercial aircraft to offer a "power-stick" flight management system. china southern airlines also
operates five ex-lufthansa -200s. while the airline operates a single boeing 737-400, the remaining
three of the fleet are of the -300 series. the airline operates the aircraft for training purposes. in
1983, western air taxi ordered a batch of four boeing 737-300s. these were the largest of the
737-300s produced and they are known as the wat 737-300s. one was operated by western air taxi
and the remaining three by ozark air. while the airline's first 737-300s were delivered to the airline in
1986, western air taxi was formed in 1981. the airline operated five 737-300s and a single 737-200.
all of the aircraft were written off in a major accident in 1990, with the airline still operating a third of
its fleet. japan airlines has operated three ex-lufthansa -200s since 1985. while the airline has
converted two of the aircraft to 737-600s and retired the third, it has kept the remaining aircraft as
spares, with it currently in storage. air france has also operated two ex-lufthansa -200s since 1999.
both the airline and its maintenance base were based in the united states, with the aircraft having
been used by the airline in asia. hong kong airlines has used two ex-lufthansa -200s. the airline is the
oldest of the three airlines operated by swiss in asia, and was founded in 1953. it operates a single
boeing 737-300. with a total of nine aircraft, hong kong airlines' fleet has been the largest fleet of
the boeing 737-300s.
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